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Amanda made a much-heralded move into acting, but she hasn't picked up where the camera left off. For WWE's television series, she is content to stay in the ring and say what she
wants. Ex-WWE Diva Amanda, apparently, hasn't picked up her acting career. Last week, she was among 16 actresses vying for a part on the fifth season of ABC's so-so series "Dancing
with the Stars". According to Page Six, Amanda didn't make the cut, but "blasted" the casting process, saying she never received her money's worth. Sounds like the issue here isn't so
much Amanda's acting talents as it is the lack of any acting talent within WWE.Powder Weapon The Powder Weapon is a fictional super-heavyweight (2,000 to 3,000-lb) battle mech that
appeared in the 1980s Universal TV series The Six Million Dollar Man and its subsequent spin-off series The Bionic Woman (1977–1978). Nicknamed the "Grendel", it was used as a
military assassin by Commander Kevin Arnold (Jack Donner), in the episode "Forget Me Not". Its successor was the Brute, while the first model of the original Powder Weapon was
destroyed by an earthquake in 1978. The Powder Weapon's original design The Powder Weapon was originally created for the U.S. Navy as the "Project Powder Weapon", built by the
Project Vulcan Weapons Development Division. However, the build cost ran over budget, and the weapon was not ready in time for its 1977 debut. Vulcan then canceled the project and
kept the design for themselves. Captain Arnold (William F. Walsh) is assigned to the United States Air Force, and uses this weapon as a mobile assassination unit. The original design
was 10 feet tall, made of titanium and alloys, weighed over 4,000 lb, and was equipped with a targeting system, a "brain" (actually a 4-digit number with the most significant digit set to
8), and was armed with a high-explosive round fired at a rate of one round every 10 seconds. However, in the episode "Forget Me Not", Commander Arnold fired the weapon and killed
an unsuspecting detective
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